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Hi.  





5 Startups



1 Stint at Big Co



Some Successes 





And failures.



Bootstrapped



Venture Backed



Investor Advisor



20 Years in SaaS



Many Lessons.



Every startup, every category, every company, there 
were sneaky, constantly changing competitors.

Some companies know 
their competition and 
differentiate.

Others underestimate 
them and get lapped.



I’ve heard many things about 
how companies think about their 

competitors



I don’t have any



I only focus on customers.



Us

Them

Suck

I know everything about them

Best



They’re just a rounding error



I just ChatGPT ‘em.



Responding to crisis.
Hiring and firing talent. 

Winning clients. 
Losing clients.

Offering discounts. 
Refining messaging. 

Launching new products.
Getting investment.

Adding services.
Acquiring.

Setting growth targets.
Exceeding quota.

Partnering.
Speaking at conferences.

Responding to customer complaints.
Pushing case studies.

Advertising.

So are your 
competitors. 

Think of everything your company is doing right now.



100m Companies in the World with

3 Things in Common

Customers Competitors Employees 





Martech 2013
700 co’s



Martech 2023
11,000+ co’s





From the Trenches







To 1,500+ trucks and 160+ 
franchises across NA

From 1 old Ford









Think Bigger. 



Look broadly at adjacent and 
future markets. No need to go 

deep with these co’s, but be 
aware of what they’re doing.

For direct competitors today, 
those whom you’re regularly in 

a bake-off with, study and 
know how to differentiate

against them deeply.

Widen Your Competitive Aperture















Competitive enablement to 
help you win more business.

Building the Compete Category.





To get any senior executive’s attention right 
now you have three choices:

Show how you

Generate 
Revenue

Show how you

Reduce 
Costs

Show them a

Shiny 
AI Object



Revenue:
Retain more of it. 

Win more of it. 

How can we impact revenue?



Competitive Revenue Gap

Quantify then narrow your



Let’s say you have 

$100 million
in sales pipeline



Of a $100m pipeline…

💵

You win
20%



💸

You lose to 
status quo

50%

💵

You win
20%



💸

You lose to 
status quo 

50%

💵

You win
20%

💸

You lose to 
competitors 

30%



You’re losing
$30 million
to competitors
Every Year



These are prospects who

had budget, investigated alternatives,

but chose someone else.



That $ value is what we call the

Competitive Revenue Gap



But is it believable?

Let’s break it down further.



Of the portion of pipeline you 
lose to competitors…

Total Pipeline



Let’s say 50% you had no chance of 
winning.

Total Pipeline

Lost because of:

Product gaps

Late to the deal

Existing relationships

Can’t match price



The other 50% are deals you could
should have won

Total Pipeline

💸

Lost because of:

Product gaps

Late to the deal

Existing relationships

Can’t match price

Lost because of:

Lack of differentiation

Failure to prove value

Execution against the 
competition



That’s

$15 million
that should have been yours.



Knock that number down by 90%



$1.5 million
Tip 1 of 10, competitive, winnable deals.





Winning in today’s competitive 
environment is a game of inches.
Rarely does anyone win by a mile.

Every edge matters.



There are many ways we can tip 
the revenue bucket.

Each come with challenges.



Product changes take too long

Product changes take too long



Pricing change cost to much

Pricing changes cost too much



Better hiring takes time



Coaching reps is already happening



Enabling your GTM team with

competitive differentiation

is the fastest, cheapest and easiest way 
to win more revenue, increase sales efficiency and 

narrow your Competitive Revenue Gap



And They Want Competitive Insights



Help Reps:

● Sniff which competitors are in a deal (prospects use their terminology)

● Elegantly deposition without bashing

● Engender trust with prospects by seeding what competitors will do and say

● Instill confidence by providing up-to-date intel they can rely on

● Differentiate messaging throughout the buyer journey



Focus on:

Who are we losing to?

Why are winning or losing?

How do we win more?

● What claims does your competitor make about themselves? About you?

● What do you claim as differentiators? What do you say about them?

● How do you refute objections based on claims the competitor has seeded your prospect with?



Narrow your Competitive Revenue Gap
Credibly quantify the gap

Level Up Compete 
Measure impact



Free resources to get started

klue.com/GTM2023

https://klue.com/competitive-revenue-gap-calculator
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